Refer a partner and get paid! Earn 20% of all qualifying subscriptions referred to our team 👉
[image: ]Learn More

















Solutions
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Customer Success Stories
Learn how cross-functional marketing teams streamline ad management to get more out of their day with Adriel.
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Platform


[image: ]AdOps
Learn more about Adriel's features for modern Ad Operations teams.

[image: ]Adriel BI
Integrate from 650+ sources and visualize your data within minutes.

[image: ]AdOptimize
Get alerts and optimization suggestions from our recommendation engine.



[image: ]Adriel DataStream
Connect, unify, blend, and send your marketing data to any database or visualization platform.

[image: ]AdGen AI 

Create and deploy cross-platform ads through the power of AI.



Integrations
Unlock the power of automated reporting for 650+ media channels without ever needing to write a single line of code.
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PricingResources


[image: ]Dashboard Templates
Save time and see KPIs instantly with our ready-made dashboard and reporting templates.

[image: ]Compare Adriel
Compare Adriel to 15+ Ad Operations software and find the right tool for your business.

[image: ]Support Center
Check out our support center for FAQs and product guides.

[image: ]Affiliate Program
Take part in our affiliate program to earn 20% of each referred sale.

[image: ]Guides & Reports
Optimize the performance of your campaigns and understand new trends.

[image: ]Newsletter
Stay in the loop of all the important insights and trends. 



[image: ]Success Stories
Learn how our customers drive results at maximum efficiency.

[image: ]Blog

Read more about marketing analytics, reporting automation, and team collaboration.

[image: ]Glossary

Keep up with key terms related to AdOps, data, and marketing.



From The Blog
Uncover 11 key components of a stellar marketing report, explore vital metrics for marketing campaigns, and grab 9 ready-made report templates.
[image: ]
We shortlisted 20 Tableau alternatives for three use cases: marketing reporting, data pipelines, and data analytics. Compare pricing and features.
[image: ]
We shortlisted 20 Power BI alternatives for three use cases: marketing reporting, data pipelines & ETL, and data analytics. Compare pricing and features.
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More marketing insights
Less spreadsheet time
Stop spending your precious time manually collecting, processing, and managing data.
Adriel is the modern Ad Operations platform that automates it all to help you make effective decisions faster.
Create opportunities from your marketing data, not more work.

Get a Demo
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Join the 6,300+ data-driven teams using Adriel to track and improve performance
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What makes Adriel better
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650+ no-code data connectors

Tap into one of the largest connector library on the market to build your single source of truth within minutes.

Don’t sweat over complex integrations and dashboard setup. Adriel is the no-code solution built for fast-growing teams.

-> View our complete list of data connectors





Import and unify all dimensions and metrics

We import all the dimensions and metrics available via the connector’s API. No complex setup needed, and no need for you to spend hours looking through each platform to decide what to import.

Once connected, your data will be processed automatically to display unified metrics and dimensions across your entire media mix.

If you’d like to create custom metrics and breakdowns and need some assistance, our friendly team is always here to help.

-> Get in touch





Not just reporting - a complete marketing command center

Adriel allows you to explore data in any format, white-label, and share beautiful cross-platform dashboards & reports with your teams and clients within minutes.

But there’s also a lot more.

Adriel’s alarms work around the clock to monitor your business KPIs so that you can stay confident you are making the best investments at all times.

Turn insightful alerts and data mining sessions into action directly from your dashboard. ON/OFF and reallocate budgets from your campaigns, creatives, or keywords across channels in just a few clicks.

-> Get a Demo





Data pipelines maintained on your behalf

As a marketer or account manager, your time should be spent on creative, strategy, and performance. Not on making sure your dashboards aren’t broken ahead of your next meeting.

With Adriel, all your data pipelines are maintained by our engineers so you can get back to what matters. Never worry about maintenance tasks or API changes again. We’ve got you covered.

-> Get a Demo





Dedicated onboarding and customer support teams

Because it can always be a little daunting to use new software, our team of onboarding engineers is at your fingertips to help you get started with Adriel.

And that goes beyond onboarding. Leverage our dedicated customer success team to always make sure you achieve your goals with our platform.

-> Get in touch to unlock your free trial






Get all data in one place
Get insights for growth

Adriel collects data from  650+ sources
[image: ]Connect data from paid ad channels, analytics, and more to Adriel with just a few clicks.

Adriel centralizes and normalizes your data
[image: ]Once connected, your data assets will always be up to date, unified and business-ready.

Visualize data in your favorite format
[image: ]Create white-labeled dashboards & reports to streamline communication with your teams and clients.

Make better data-driven decisions
[image: ]Stay in control at all times and transform cross-platform insights into action directly from your dashboard.




Adriel is your entire AdOps stack 
in one place
With real-time dashboards, automated performance tracking, a no-code ETL, and soon ad generation and launching tools, Adriel has all the tools you need to handle complex marketing campaigns and reach your advertising goals.

Goodbye endless spreadsheets, PDFs, and back-and-forth emails. Adriel is unified, business-ready data at your team’s fingertips anytime, anywhere.
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Adriel BI








AdOptimize










DataStream




AdGen AI

[image: ]
Save 45 hrs+/week on reporting and get time back to grow your business
Consolidate data from 650+ channels and visualize key metrics within minutes. Whitelabel not just reports but also dashboards.
[image: ]Integrated Connectors
Stream real-time data from all your channels with fast and easy, no code connectors.


[image: ]Interactive Dashboards
Build and customize dashboards with drag & drop widgets in a matter of seconds. Easy to use for everyone.


[image: ]Creative Intelligence Suite
Find out which keywords, images, colors, and emojis boost conversions in your ads.


[image: ]Reporting & Whitelabeling
Add your own or your client’s branding to your dashboards and reports. Instantly generate auto-generated PDFs and share them via pre-set commands.


[image: ]Collaboration
Customize your workspace for different teams’ needs. Invite users to Adriel with different access levels.



Learn More


[image: ]
Never waste your ad dollars again
Manage your multichannel campaigns directly on Adriel.
[image: ]Marketing Mix Optimizer (Beta)
Group cross-platform campaigns into a pool to optimize them against each other and maximize your KPI of choice within a defined budget.


[image: ]Custom Alerts
Set KPI thresholds within your workspace and get alerted whenever any campaign, ad sets, or ads trend up or down.


[image: ]Campaign Management
Turn on/off campaigns, ad sets, or ads directly from your Adriel dashboard. Edit budgets, schedules, and CPC bids.


[image: ]AdInsights (Coming soon)
AI-powered data analysis tool that analyzes all marketing data and creatives on your dashboard and provide insights to boost performance.



Learn More


[image: ]
Move your data anywhere 
you need it, anytime
Connect, harmonize, and load data into spreadsheets, databases, or BI tools in a few clicks.
[image: ]Data Connectors
Stream real-time data into your destination of choice using 650+ fast and easy, no-code connectors.


[image: ]Data Processing
Adriel imports your selection of dimensions and metrics and unifies it for exporting.


[image: ]Data Destinations
Load your data into Google spreadsheets, databases, or visualization tools like Looker Studio or Tableau.



Learn More


[image: ]
Your entire ad creation 
process - in seconds
Create and deploy cross-platform ads through the power of AI.
[image: ]Creative Image Generator
Get a collection of ad creatives out of a single image, without having to input specific prompts for each.


[image: ]Ad Copy Generator
Input your website URL and let AI do the rest. Adriel analyzes your existing copy and value propositions and creates original ad copies for Google Search and Meta. Adjust the tone and voice to match your style.


[image: ]Launcher
Publish your ads on Google Search, Display, Meta and more directly from Adriel in a couple clicks.



Learn More






Integrate with your favorite
marketing platforms in seconds
Not a single line of code required. The most user-friendly AdOps platform on the market.

[image: ][image: ][image: ][image: ][image: ][image: ][image: ][image: ]
Explore Integrations


What our customers say:

[image: ]

[image: ]
[image: ][image: ]It used to take our team 4 days to compile reports for the seven brands we are overseeing. Adriel has reduced that down to less than 24 hours.
H. Kim
Digital Marketing Team Lead, Harley - Davidson




[image: ][image: ]Adriel is very adaptive to our needs with managing hundreds of clients. My favorite is the alerts feature - Being able to know when something is off track right away has been hugely beneficial to our team. Bonus: their team is a pleasure to work with.
Brittany Sarconi
Chief Fire Starter, Fireside Marketing Agency




[image: ][image: ]With Adriel, we can quickly access cash flows and make marketing budget plans based on real-time data. 
We can now take on more ambitious marketing goals!
S. Yoon
CFO, By4M




[image: ][image: ]Adriel’s Dashboard is so convenient. I’m always curious as to whether I made the right bets or what my investments turn into. Now I know for sure everything’s on the right track.
B. Hwang
Director, Wadiz




[image: ][image: ]Adriel has been a total game-changer. It used to take us hours to build and standardize reports from scratch.
Now they're ready as soon as we log in to Adriel–our clients are thrilled with our delivery speed!
Z. Kelsey
Founder and CEO, Hooked Advertising




[image: ][image: ]Adriel is an extremely comprehensive and useful tool for all of our marketing efforts. We know where the money goes and can reconcile that in one view, which is awesome.
You don’t have to check a ton of ad platform dashboards every morning. You simply log into Adriel and check it there.
Alex Eriksson
Founder and CEO, Anabolic Health








Getting started is as easy as 1-2-3
[image: ]Create an account
After your demo, we'll send you a link to sign up to Adriel for 14 days free. We'll also help you choose a pricing plan that suits your needs.


[image: ]Connect data sources
Simply choose from our list of 650+ connectors to automatically import all dimensions and metrics from your ad accounts, analytics tools, and mobile measurement partners.


[image: ]Visualize your data
Use our ready-made templates to instantly see all your KPIs in minutes. Or, start from a blank page and choose your data visualization widgets and graph types.



Get a Demo

How modern agencies and brands are improving 
ad performance with Adriel
[image: ]
Wepick Corporation
Agency





-80%
Time Producing Marketing Reports

15+
Platforms Integrated to Adriel

99.9%
Reporting Accuracy
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Cirque du Soleil
Enterprise





0%
Overspent Each Campaign Cycle

10H
Saved Weekly on Budget Checks

100%
Automated Daily, Weekly, Monthly Reports
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Wadiz
Ecommerce

Enterprise





+35%
Accounts Managed per Manager

+67%
Higher Employee Satisfaction

-90%
Budget Planning Errors










Read More Success Stories


Choose a template
to start seeing your data
Browse our library of plug and play Marketing, PPC, SEO,
Data Analytics templates and more to get up and running in no time
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Specialist
Social Media

Facebook Page Dashboard
Get a bird eye’s view of your Facebook page on an all-in-one marketing dashboard. Get unique insights to grow your page.
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Agency
Specialist
Paid Ads

Account Management Dashboard
No more jumping from one platform to another to manage different campaigns, channels, and clients.
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eCommerce
Specialist
Paid Ads

eCommerce Dashboard
If you are an eCommerce retailer running ad campaigns, you need an automated dashboard to monitor sales performance. Connect easily to our eCommerce dashboard for key revenue and conversion metrics.
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Manager
Paid Ads

Reporting Dashboard
Perfect for agencies who need to report to CMOs, our reporting dashboard templates can be configured for weekly or monthly recaps for high-impact client reports.
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Agency
Specialist
Paid Ads

Marketing Agency Report Dashboard
Ditch Excel spreadsheets. Track and analyze your clients marketing data from all channels on one dashboard.
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Specialist
Search

Google Ads Dashboard
See how your Google Ads campaigns are performing at a glance. Find out which campaigns, keywords, and ads are driving the most conversions and why with our pre-built Google Ads Dashboard.
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Specialist
Paid Ads

Social Media Dashboard
Paid social campaigns are critical for brand awareness and conversions. See marketing dashboard examples to track campaign performance in real-time.
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Manager
Paid Ads

Advertising Cost Analysis Dashboard
Get a comprehensive picture of how much you’re spending on all your advertising and marketing channels. Plan your marketing budget based on real-time data and ad spend trends. 
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Specialist
SEO

Google Search Console Dashboard
Ditch spreadsheets and speed up SEO reporting for your marketing agency or brand. Turn Google Search Console data into actionable insights with our GSC dashboard.
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Manager
Paid Ads

Digital Performance Dashboard
Reporting digital marketing performance to C-Suite? No problem. Visualize a snapshot of marketing performance and key metrics on one dashboard. Download stunning white-labeled reports or share live links in one click.
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eCommerce
Specialist
eCommerce

Shopify Dashboard
Have a Shopify store? Track your Shopify data in real-time on an intuitive dashboard. Save time and get actionable insights on your sales, orders, and customers of your eCommerce business in one place.
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Specialist
Social Media

LinkedIn Organic Dashboard
Easily track your brand's or client's organic LinkedIn performance on one dashboard. Focus on the metrics that matter most to you using our fully customizable, ready-made LinkedIn reporting dashboard.
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Specialist
Analytics

GA4 & Meta Dashboard
See Google Analytics 4 and Meta Ads data side-by-side on one dashboard. Map out which Instagram and Facebook advertising campaigns lead to conversions and how.
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Manager
Paid Ads

Performance Dashboard
Optimize for better financial performance on your PPC campaigns with a powerful dashboard tool. Find out which ad campaigns are working and which are underperforming and allocate budget accordingly.
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Executive
Paid Ads

Executive Dashboard
Tell compelling stories about your marketing performance on a business dashboard. Learn how to structure your dashboard so executives can make data-driven decisions.
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Specialist
Paid Ads

Meta and Facebook Ads Dashboard
See all your Meta Ads KPIs at a glance and get an unbiased picture of ROAS. Find out which keywords, emojis, and colors in your ads drive conversions.
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Specialist
Social Media

Instagram Dashboard
Get a bird eye’s view of your Instagram account on an all-in-one marketing dashboard. Get unique insights to grow your business.
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Specialist
Paid Ads

Ad Creatives Dashboard
Get a bird’s eye view of how your ad creatives are doing on all your PPC ad channels. A/B test creatives and messaging on one reporting dashboard.
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Specialist
Paid Ads

Linkedin Ads Creatives Dashboard
See how your LinkedIn ads are performing, down to the creative level. Monitor KPIs in real-time and make data-driven decisions with our ready-made LinkedIn Ads Dashboard.
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Specialist
Analytics

GA4 and Ad Performance Dashboard
Aggregate and visualize your ad data and GA4 data on one dashboard. Get unique insights into the customer journey of your target audience, and make data-driven decisions.
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SMB
Manager
Paid Ads

Small Business Dashboard
Never waste money on flopping ads again. Optimize ad spend with a small business dashboard. Get critical insights for growth on one dashboard.
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Specialist
Paid Ads

Ad Creative and Material Dashboard
Get valuable insights about your ad creatives that you can’t get anywhere else. Analyze which ad materials, videos or images, work better for ROI. 
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Manager
Paid Ads

Key Metrics Dashboard
See key metrics on all your marketing campaigns in one place. Monitor marketing performance in real-time and get alerted when they trend up or down on Adriel’s key metrics dashboard.
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eCommerce
Manager
eCommerce

Brand Performance Dashboard
Analyze marketing performance for each brand and product in your portfolio. Map marketing KPIs to each brand and channel and automate data flow and reporting. 
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Manager
Paid Ads

Cross-Platform Dashboard
Automate the entire process of aggregating your ad data from multiple platforms with a cross-platform dashboard. 
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Specialist
Search

Naver Search Ads Dashboard
Monitor how your Naver Search Ads campaigns are performing in real-time. Find out which campaigns, keywords, and ads are driving the most conversions with our pre-built Naver Ads Dashboard.
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Agency
Manager
Paid Ads

Ad Account Management Dashboard
Manage all your marketing teams and campaigns on a single dashboard. Pinpoint exactly what’s working, and what isn’t, and make data-driven decisions in real-time. 
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Specialist
Social Media

Meta Organic Dashboard
Monitor Meta channel performance in real-time. Compare organic Facebook and Instagram data side-by-side.
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Specialist
Social Media

Youtube Channel Dashboard
Grow your channel with an all-in-one YouTube dashboard. Track subscribers, views, and likes in real-time. Get unique insights for growth.
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Agency
Specialist
Paid Ads

Client Report Dashboard
Tired of spending countless hours on reporting? Break free from spreadsheets and create client reports in minutes.
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Specialist
Analytics

GA4 Dashboard
No more figuring out GA4. Build a stunning Google Analytics 4 dashboard in minutes using drag-and-drop widgets and API connectors.
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Specialist
Analytics

GA4 & LinkedIn Ads Dashboard
Ditch Excel spreadsheets and see Google Analytics 4 and LinkedIn Ads data side-by-side on one dashboard. Map out which LinkedIn advertising campaigns lead to conversions and how. 
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Manager
Paid Ads

Customer Segmentation Dashboard
Understand your ad performance across different segments – gender, age, and devices. Adjust your advertising strategy based on these insights and boost ROI.
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Specialist
Social Media

Organic Social Media Dashboard
Ditch Excel and Google Sheets. Track your organic social KPIs in real-time on a live dashboard. Save time and make better decisions with our ready-made organic social media dashboard template.
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Manager
Paid Ads

Manager Dashboard
Keep on top of all the critical information the management needs to know in order to make decisions with our ready-to-go manager dashboards.
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Specialist
Paid Ads

PPC Dashboard
Have pay-per-click campaigns on different channels? A PPC dashboard aggregates and displays all your key insights in one place so you can optimize for higher ROAS.
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Specialist
Paid Ads

Channel Performance Dashboard
Track and analyze all your important metrics and ad creatives for one specific channel in real-time. Get unique insights to meet and surpass marketing goals for that channel.
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Manager
Paid Ads

KPI Dashboard
Need an all-in-one tool to track all your important KPIs in real-time? A marketing dashboard visualizes both high-level KPIs and granular data. Find out how it works with ready-made templates.
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Browse Dashboard Templates


Take control of your marketing data today
14-day free trial | No credit card needed






Please input a valid work email.

Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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Voted 4.8/5 on CapTerra and GetApp
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